A long history of research has pointed to the importance of fractal fluctuations in physiology, but so far, the physiological evidence of fractal fluctuations has been piecemeal and without clues to bodywide integration. What remains unknown is how fractal fluctuations might interact across the body and how those interactions might support the coordination of goal-directed behaviors. We demonstrate that a complex interplay of fractality in mechanical fluctuations across the body supports a more accurate perception of heaviness and length of occluded handheld objects via effortful touch in blindfolded individuals. For a given participant, the flow of fractal fluctuation through the body indexes the flow of perceptual information used to derive perceptual judgments. These patterns in the waxing and waning of fluctuations across disparate anatomical locations provide novel insights into how the highdimensional flux of mechanotransduction is compressed into low-dimensional perceptual information specifying properties of hefted occluded objects.
INTRODUCTION
To test for fractality in CoP PED and each marker SED series, we obtained detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) estimates of H fGn for the original version (i.e., unshuffled) and a shuffled version of each series (Fig. 2C ). The random shuffling of a series destroys the temporal structure of a signal, and consequently, any existing temporal correlations characterizing its fractality also disappears.
A truly fractal signal yields the fractal scaling exponent H fGn > 0.5 as well as H fGn greater than the scaling exponent calculated for shuffled series of the same numbers (37, 38).
DFA estimates of H fGn for CoP PED series (Mean = 0.57, SEM = 0.0018) fell in the fractal range (i.e., 0.5 < H fGn < 1), and significantly exceeded H fGn for the shuffled versions of the series (Mean = 0.51, SE = 0.0013), paired-samples t-test: t 1619 = 25.57, P < 0.001. The same was also true for each marker SED series (all Ps < 0.001; Supplementary Table S2 ). Data exploration at the level of individual trials indicated inflection points in fluctuation functions, specifically at larger timescales. We thus tested whether such inflection points may have artificially amplified the values of H fGn . DFA estimates of H fGn for the original version and a shuffled version of the PED series for a shorter, half of the scaling region also yielded similar results (all Ps < 0.001; Supplementary Table S3 ), confirming that the inflection points did not artificially amplify the values of H fGn . Collectively, these results strongly show that fluctuations in CoP and different anatomical locations display fractality.
Fractality spreads across the body
We used the vector autoregressive (VAR) analysis to model the diffusion of fractal fluctuations among the distinct anatomical components (Fig. 2D ). VAR modeling yielded forecasts of the effects of fractality at each anatomical location on fractality at each other anatomical location, as well as at that location itself, in the subsequent ten trials. The dynamic interaction within each possible pair of endogenous variables (i.e., variables that constitute the system itself) were represented by impulseresponse functions (IRF) that describes the reaction of one endogenous variable to an impulse in the other variable in the subsequent trials ( Fig. 3) .
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In short, the wrist and elbow spread fractality to their neighbors. As fractality in the upper arm increased, it brought down fractality among these neighbors (as well as the wrist). Finally, the upper arm and CoP fed upon each other's fractality. Here we have a potential explanation of how COP fractality in previous work bore the imprint of fractal patterning by manual hefting (33, 34) .
Thus, hefting an object to perceive the heaviness and length of that object results in a multifarious cascade of effects, spanning across the whole body. The haptic perceptual system benefits from the spreading of fractal fluctuations, thus bearing a close resemblance to complex stochastic networks that exhibit continuous exchange of flows (40) (41) (42) . When perturbed, a mechanically organized stochastic network of the kind of the bodywide haptic perceptual system is bound to act to disperse the forces applied to one part of the system to the neighboring parts through ultra-fast diffusion of forces. One corollary of this treatment of the perceptual system is that the perceptual process is not limited to the brain or neurons, and thus clear distinctions between the roles of neural dynamics and bodily mechanics in effortful touch may not be possible. Relinquishing such arbitrary distinctions between neural dynamics and bodily mechanics provides an avenue for novel insights into the functioning of the perceptual system, to which the present findings testify.
Greater diffusion results in more accurate perception
We hypothesized that if the propagation of fractality across various anatomical locations aids perception, then the individuals who show stronger IRF impulse-responses would show greater accuracy in perceptual judgments. To model the effects of the strength of the propagation of fractality on the accuracy of perception at the individual level, we determined absolute errors in perception of heaviness and length. Because perceived heaviness followed a proportion relative to the reference object of 109-gm, we calculated this judgment as the percentage of the [theoretically] accurate percentage value based on each object's actual mass. For instance, if a participant attributes to Object 2 (mass = 236 g) a heaviness value of 120 relative to 100 of the referenced object, then they showed an A generalized linear model (GLM) of Poisson regression revealed that above and beyond that known effects of experimental manipulations, object parameters, and trial order ( Table 2 ) (33), the subsequent increase in RFIN fractality due to RELB fractality reduced H error (z = -1.99, p = 0.047; Fig.   4 ), suggesting that absolute error in perceived heaviness decreased significantly as RELB fractality prompted an increase in RFIN fractality. A linear mixed-effects (LME) model revealed that, above and beyond that known effects of experimental manipulations, object parameters, and trial order ( Table 2) (33), the subsequent increase in CoP fractality due to RUPA fractality (t = -4.00, P = 0.007), RWRB fractality due to RFRA fractality (t = -3.82, P = 0.009), and RWRA fractality due to RELB fractality (t = -8.15, P < 0.001) reduced L error ( Fig. 4) . At the same time, the flow of fractality from RELB to RWRB increased L error (t = 4.59, P = 0.004; Fig. 4 ). Hence, most exchanges of fractality across the body supported greater accuracy, except the flow of fractality from the elbow to the wrist. The present results generally confirm our expectation that manually hefting an occluded object to perceive its heaviness and length should exhibit a distributed exchange of fractal fluctuations across the body. We found that CoP does have effects on the hefting arm upwards and is not just absorbing downstream fractality from the arm. Also, the sharing of fractal fluctuations across the body appears to support a greater accuracy in perceptual judgments. The role that fractal fluctuations have for predicting perceptual outcomes suggests that the participant, in effect, wears their perceptual processing on their anatomical sleeves. Quite literally, we can take fractal indicators as a way to make public the private consideration a participant makes as they come to their judgment.
More specifically, we can see three major points: one point about the lower arm, a second point about the relationship between upper arm and CoP, and a third point about the general flow of fractality that appears to support accurate perceptual judgments. First, during hefting, the lower arm (finger, wrist, and elbow) is predominantly a network of anatomical components that promotes fractality: This perspective has now been successfully embraced for a few decades by the perception-action perspective of ecological psychology that views cognition as concretely embodied in performance (43) (44) (45) (46) (47) . The present study provides glimmers of this embodied sort of cognition by showing the flow of information in the waxing and waning of fractal fluctuations across disparate anatomical locations of the body.
The standard depiction of perception is traditionally, and not surprisingly, restricted to the neural network. Mechanoreceptor activity -specifying the states of individual joint(s), muscles, tendons, and ligaments -flow to spinal neurons and then to the brain by non-interacting linear pathways. Unfortunately, such depictions fail to address the challenge of implementing afferent activity at the level of coordination and identifying when and how spatially and temporally distinct signals organize so as to inform about the states of the whole body, segments of the body, states of objects attached to the body, and how these may be engaged. Fortunately, the "ultrafast" propagations of mechanical perturbations across vast distances within biological systems have prompted physiologists and movement scientists to coin the term "preflex" to indicate a rapid, apparently motoric response that is based on mechanical tensions rather than on neural transmissions (48, 49) . By capitalizing on the self-similar and scale-free, fractal organization of the biophysical substrate of the bodywide tensegrity (17, 18) , preflexes constitute a means of simplifying the degrees of freedom problem which haunts the spatiotemporal organization of afferent activity.
Fractality in fluctuations at a given anatomical location implies that regardless of its size, any The proposal that the flow of fractality facilitates exploration is founded in the statistical relationship of fractality to diffusion. Fractal fluctuations reflect a perfect compromise between overly constrained exploration (i.e., uncorrelated fluctuations) and overly ballistic exploration (i.e., persistent fluctuations). Even in the brain, fractality is greatest in networks of integrate-and-fire stochastic spiking neurons with a mid-range of neuronal plasticity, versus extremely high or low levels of plasticity (50, 51) . Whereas overly constrained exploration would reflect an absence of impulse-response relationships, overly ballistic exploration would reflect excessive impulse-response constrained within a narrow range of directions. The rather heterogeneous flow of fractality observed in the present study shows that during effortful touch, the body is fully poised to allow the flow of perceptual information in specific directions, reflecting how disparate anatomical components may compensate for each other based on task constraints.
The present findings, specifically the effects of IRF values on the accuracy of perceived object properties, run the risk of seeming to imply that "the stronger the fractality, or the flow of fractality, the better the perception." We would caution against the temptation to draw any such conclusion. Instead, we would propose that stronger fractality, or the flow of fractality, places the body in a heightened state (Fig. 1C) . A custom setup consisting of two tripods supported the object such that the object was aligned parallel to the participant's wrist. The inclusion of the different wrist angles allowed us to investigate the effects the postural constraints on hefting and wielding on perceptual judgments of heaviness and length. In a static condition, the participant lifted and held each object static. In two dynamic conditions, instead of freely hefting the objects -which has been traditionally done in dynamic or effortful touch tasks -in the dynamic condition, the participant lifted and wielded each object synchronously with metronome beats at 2 Hz or 3 Hz, which added additional constraints on perceptual exploration. The participant was instructed to minimize the motion of the torso and upper hand, and the amplitude of wielding movements.
Experimental setup and procedure
To track the motion of the hefted object and that of the participant's body in 3D, we attached using double-sided adhesive tape three reflective markers (diameter = 9.5 mm) on each experimental object at 30, 45, and 60 cm from the object's proximal end and nine reflective markers on the participant's body ( Supplementary Table S1 and Fig. 2A ). We tracked the 3D motion of of each reflective marker at 100 Hz using an eight-camera Qualisys motion tracking system (Qualisys Inc., Boston, MA) as a participant hefted an object. 
Body sway displacement series

Detrended fluctuation analysis
We used detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) to compute the Hurst exponent, H , describing the strength of temporal correlations in the PED series. DFA was first developed to estimate the strength of temporal correlations in a given time series (37, 38). The DFA proceeds by finding the first-order integration of a time series x (t ) with N samples to compute the cumulative sums of difference scores to produce the new time series:
where x (t) is the grand mean of the time series. Next, a linear trend y n (t ) is fit to nonoverlapping n-length bin of y (t) and the root mean square (RMS; i.e., averaging the residuals) over each fit is computed. RMS over each bin size constitutes a fluctuation function f (N) :
for n< N / 4 . On standard scales, f (N) is a power law: Perceived heaviness was a nonlinear dependent measure, given the instruction to report heaviness in terms of ratios to the reference object (e.g., 200 to an object perceived twice as heavy and 50 to an object perceived half as heavy). So, it is evident that the dependent measure is just as skewed as that multiplicative definition should indicate. Thus, rather than submitting the data to two steps of 1) a log transformation, and 2) linear regression (i.e., use logistic regression), to accommodate this skew, Table 2 . An increase in RFIN fractality due to RELB fractality reduced H error (p = 0.047). An increase in CoP fractality due to RUPA fractality (P = 0.007), RWRB fractality due to RFRA fractality (P = 0.009), and RWRA fractality due to RELB fractality (P < 0.001) resulted decreased L error . By contrast, the flow of fractality from RELB to RWRB increased L error (P = 0.004).
Panels include judgments in the order the task was completed. 
